Select lots downtown donate money earned to charities

By Rebecca Palardy

Tuesday, September 9, 2014

The Waco Foundation has parking lots available on game days by the Earle-Napier-Kinnard house on Fourth Street, pictured above, as well as the McCulloch House on Columbus Avenue for free parking on gamedays by the Earle-Napier-Kinnard house on Fourth Street, pictured above, as well as the McCulloch House on Columbus Avenue. Several lots in downtown Waco are available for free parking on Baylor football game days. However, some lots belonging to businesses and nonprofits are open for parking downtown can help businesses in the area.

On game days, choosing to pay for reserved parking for $20 per game can also help businesses in the area.

Obama to take more offensive stance with ISIL

By Laula James and Eloy Pace

President Barack Obama will tell the offensive against the Islamic State group with a broader counterterrorism measure than he previously has been willing to embrace, U.S. officials said Monday. The new plan, however, still won’t commit U.S. troops to a ground war against Islamic State fighters. A Central Command statement Monday said the strikes hit targets near the Hassake district in northeastern Syria. The statement also said the operation is designed to take out “ISIS leaders and senior members.”

The effort is charged by BUV Competition, an event taking place in April next year organized in Ohio by the Institute for Affordable Transportation.

“The organization will design and build a vehicle specifically for solving transportation problems faced by the Third World,” said Flow Mozdin, vice president and chairman, a mechanical engineering student who is a president of BUV Baylor. Mozdin said this organization is about applying what is learned in class and making a permanent impact on those African people.

“I believe there are a lot of students on Baylor’s campus who share this kind of enthusiasm, “ Johnstone said. “But they have no outlet because Baylor has never had a project like this before. “

“Almost every single country on Earth has a role to play in dismantling the ISIL threat and the evil that it represents,” Secretary of State John Kerry told reporters Monday, using an acronym for the Islamic State. His words resonated around the world as leaders began to seek defeat the military with a coalition. "That's not only a question of logistics, but also of courage and determination."

The U.S. has already launched more than 80 strikes against Islamic State targets in Iraq, including the major setback that the military has made in battling the extremist group. A Central Command statement Monday said the strikes hit targets near the Hassake district in northeastern Syria. The statement also said the operation is designed to take out “ISIS leaders and senior members.”

As many people in Third World countries walk through hills and ponde in a struggle to get water and goods, engineering students at Baylor University are hoping to make a difference by building vehicles that can lift large amounts of weight and run on rough roads.
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Women in information technology professionals are struggling to make their way in a field dominated by men, according to a recent study conducted by Baylor professor Dr. Cindy Riemenschneider

Baylor offers proposal to end lawsuit

BY BRINNICA D'ANTONIO Staff Writer

The Baylor Alumni Association offered Baylor a settlement Monday to end their legal dispute, according to a spokesperson.

In an email to The Lariat, Lori Fogleman, executive vice president of Baylor media communications, said the university has not yet received a proposal from the BAA.

"We are not aware of the details of any proposal from the association," Fogleman wrote. "We look forward to receiving the proposal, and we hope that it reflects the sentiment of the majority of Baylor alumni who are actively partnering with the university in the period of uninterrupted growth." 

Riemenschneider and Armstrong conducted a study to plug in to information to be analyzed.

"One of the main challenges is that the IT field has always been historically male-dominated," Riemenschneider said. "So when women want to advance, especially to executive levels, they don't always have mentors who are in positions above them that they can look to.

Riemenschneider and Armstrong found that women's expectations that women quit family first, and women's work-family conflict, were challenges that influenced occupational culture, as women seemed to be treated differently than men in the IT field.

Their study "The Barriers Facing Women in the Information Technology" contained broad questions such as, "Do you think women in the IT workplace face different challenges than men?" and "What do you hope for the future of the IT field?"

Though the Lariat has not yet received the results of the survey or the ranking they will use in this area, Riemenschneider said she hopes it will help young women be more aware of what is going on in the IT field.

"It's something I do research in the area," Riemenschneider said. "In the long term, this helps young women who come across me, especially ones who are going into IT professions."
to meet with Malcolm kear and gauge their level of commitment to a growing worldwide coalition that is uniting against the Islamic State. Kerry said nations in Canada to Estonia to Australia have already contributed a mix of sub- stance: As he left his next news, was seeking advice Monday from promi- nent foreign policy experts from across the political spectrum over dinner at the White House. Among the guests invited to join was now. Vice President Joe Biden was former national security adviser from the Obama, George W. Bush, Clinton, and Carter administrations, as well as Council on Foreign Relations President Richard Haass and former Acting CIA Di- rector Michael Morell. In a call Monday evening, Obama con- grated new Iraq Prime Minister Haider al- abadi for the approval of a new gov- ernment. The White House said in detail “expressed his commitment to work with all governments in Iraq as well as regional and international partners to strengthen Iraq’s capacities” to fight the Islamic State. Yet beyond atrocities, much of the interna- tional strategy against the Islamic State covers the same ground as it has for the past several months. Two senior US officials said they would be interested in being able to join the fight, referring to the US military assistance to the US military assistance to the Afghan government in order to build a stronger and more capable Afghan military. Kerry said that the US has committed to sending 3,000 troops to Iraq, and that the US military assistance to the Afghan government in order to build a stronger and more capable Afghan military.

The Phoenix Ballroom shares its parking lot with Calvary Chapel and offers spaces on their behalf. Later, a representative from the venue, said they were able to offer free parking as part of their event planning. “It’s our way of saying thank you,” said the parking lot representative. “It’s $10 per spot per game.”

“Thank you, the venue, for your generosity. We appreciate it.”
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Men in Kenya rule in a Basic Utility Vehicle. The Basic Utility Vehicle Baylor organization will design a similar vehicle in competition. The design may be incorporated into future models used in Africa.
Painting of Schwarzenegger unveiled in California Capitol

By Emily Williams and Mark Lay
Associated Press

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — Former Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger held the cavity on his official portrait Monday, revealing a massive image of the onetime bodybuilder standing in front of the official California seal.

Schwarzenegger unveiled the portrait at a ceremony in the state Capitol in which he made a rare appearance in Sacramento nearly four years after he left office.

The portrait of Schwarzenegger, which will eventually hang on the third floor, was painted by Austrian realist who previously illustrated portraits of John F. Kennedy, Andy Warhol and John Travolta. It was painted by Aus der Wiesen, a third floor, was painted by Aus der Wiesen, a

LONDON — For people who envision a sculpture on Muscle Beach, a movie star before he ran for governor in the chaotic recall election of 2003, he came out all his successes in life to California, which he called a "metaphorical place." As a boy, Schwarzenegger dreamed about the state, he said.

"I dreamt about California every day, and I knew that one day I would have to come here to this beautiful state if I wanted to make my dreams a reality," he said.

Schwarzenegger said while he sometimes dreamt about it, he never envisioned his portrait being in the state Capitol, joking "I might have envisioned a sculpture on Muscle Beach." Two of Schwarzenegger's six children attended the unveiling, Christopher, 16, and Patrick, 20, who also included political topics, including at least three other州的 speaks: the party: Assemblyman William Brown, Bob Hertzberg, and Kevin de Leon. He also praised photos with former staff and law enforcers and hugged 28-year-old John Masterson, who has Down syndrome and worked in the governor's mansion.

Lt. Gov. Gavin Newsom said Schwarzenegger is "larger than life." "I thought it was very dignified. I actually looked like a photograph to me." True to his outsized life, Schwarzenegger's portrait is larger than those of other modern-day governors, roughly half a foot taller than the other portraits, according to the Department of General Services. The former governor paid for the portrait himself at an undisclosed cost.


down and she led a billy-bud better." The new baby, boy or girl will become fourth in line to the throne, pushing Prince Harry to fifth. George, who is 13 months old, is third and likely to become Britain's monarch one day. William is second in line, white his father Prince Charles, is first.

Britain's Prince William and his wife Kate Duchess of Cambridge celebrate their son Prince George's first birthday at the Sensational Butterflies exhibition at London's Natural History Museum. The couple announced the birth of their second child. Kate was treated for severe morning sickness at a London hospital, but has since returned to her home in Kensington Palace, royal officials said Monday.

Prince William and Kate have often appeared as an image in having a larger family. The royal couple and their families are "Adored" with the new baby, named officials at Clarence House, the couple's office. The announcement follows months of speculation. After their first-born, Prince George, was born, rumors about a same-sex royal couple surfaced. After hospital treatment for severe morning sickness, hypoglycemia, Kate returned and gave birth to George in July on July 2013 without further complications.

The current illness means the 13-year-old duchess may miss extra hydration, medication and meals.
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Barclay head coach Art Briles has never been shy about his opinions of his young players.

"We really don't like to use our guys as backups. They're all playmakers," Briles said. "We can only use a certain number of people at a certain time. A lot of times is that those players were given a certain amount of opportunity, but everyone needs to be ready to play."

With four starting wide receivers and All-Big 12 sophomore quarterback Bryce Petty out with various injuries, Saturday against Northwestern State was an opportunity for young stars to shine, and they delivered.

Barclay used a historic first-half out of sophomore quarterback Seth Russell and freshman wide receiver Rondom Cannon to knock out Northwestern State 76-0 at McLane Stadium.

Barclay took the slow and methodical approach against Northwestern, but it was not the case in one of this, starting right from the opening kickoff.

Sophomore running back Lynn Ellsworth was back to receive kicks with all the attention, and he did not disappoint. Ellsworth took the kickoff 100 yards for what appeared to be a touchdown before it was called back on a hold.

Barclay was not sure to create the opportunity, only 18 in the game, Russell launched a 50-yard pass over the top to Cannon for the second catch of his career, and the coming-out party began.

Cannon went for huge touchdowns of 81 yards and 45 yards, all in the first half. After one, he had 194 yards on four receptions with two touchdowns. Those touchdowns matched a Baylor record for touchdowns in a game, he accomplished the feat in the first half.

"I don't know how to get him to call me that, I've accepted it. There are enough people who love me to accept me, so I'm going with it. I think it's a funny little deal," Briles said.

Despite the charm that Nacita projects, he took his fair share of punishment. When Nacita inherited Baylor's season opener against SMU, the former walk-on stepped into first college football game for the first time in two years.

I've never had a really long time. I remember counting the days, 738 days, since I've played my last college football game before SMU," Nacita said. "It's time to be here, and getting the opportunity to be on the field in McLane Stadium is one of the greatest feelings I've ever had.

Throughout his two years at McLane, Nacita kept in mind what his objectives was for the upcoming year. "Every day I wake up and I just write down my goal. My goal was to be a Baylor football player," Nacita said. "I have a book and I write it down every day. That's how it's been." Nacita said that sitting out last year allowed God to teach him about his passion for playing football.

"I developed a new passion for the sport and for everything we get to do as football players," Nacita said. "I've been in Blessed and God has allowed me to get back, hard hit, back at the football team." Nacita joined the Bears and attended spring practice as a walk-on in 2013.

"We had some backs go down in the game, so he was getting a lot of reps with us, and he did great," senior offensive tackle Troy Baker said. "We are very happy that we know that if it comes down to it, we've got somebody that we can trust in.

In Baylor's first two games, Russell passed for 124 yards in 20 attempts, averaging 6.2 yards per play.

Russell put up 20 yards on six carries and a touchdown in his last game as a Bear. On Saturday, he was ranked for 104 yards on 14 attempts and two touchdowns.

Russell is one of two rushers that contributed to the Bears' 223 yards and three touchdowns on six receptions, good for over 37 yards per reception. The 223 yards was second in Baylor history to only Terrance Williams' 274 against West Virginia in 2011.

"I never dreamed of anything like that," Cannon said. "Nobody came in here expecting me to score three touchdowns in the first quarter of a game." Briles was not surprised that Cannon was so productive in his second reception against SMU.

"We've had a lot of receptions, Briles said. "When I first recruited him, I said against Texas in high school. I talked to the best high school receiver I've ever seen."}

Cannon was fasted out of the end zone by the De- fensive lingerie in the second half, but the extra atten- tion he received opened the door to options for us in the production.

Junior receiver Jay Lee and freshman receiver Da- vis Hill each received berths of 61 and 37 yards respectively within the last two-and-a-half minutes to push the Baylor lead to 48-0 at the half.

Baylor set a Baylor record for passing yards in a game with 499 yards on Saturday, a mark good enough for third all- time among Baylor passing performances. This is all- purpose touchdowns, she had a Baylor record.

Bears Northwestern State's second quarter field goal, Baylor field opportunity scorers for the first 77:34 time of game at the new McLane Stadium. As it stands, no opponent has ever scored a touchdown on John Edwards Field at McLane Stadium.

After the game, Baylor moved up to No. 10 in the Associated Press media poll on Sept. 1. No. 9 and the AP, respectively before the weekend.

Baylor will now see six nights on the University, the first road game of the season for the Bears, and the first road start for many players on a young defense.

"We offered Baylor the opportunity to come back here and win, and they decided they wanted the game to be up here," Briles said. "So happens that it is a Friday night, it is an away game, and they are playing a Blackout. I don't know how many you have had, probably one. To me that is good. It is challenging us to some extent, and I like that part of it because we are not going to fear anyone. We are going to have to go out there and depend on the guys we look around and see. That part of it is kind of inspir- ing to us.

The game is set for 11:30 a.m. for Baylor. The Bears will then turn around and have a goal of 11-10 days from No. 12 against 13 against State in Ames, Iowa.

The entire season is something that's going to help us in the future, but the first time we have to do was to come out of their business, Briles said. "The critical thing is to be three points worse after the third quarter." In last year's meeting, Baylor scored a quick touchdown in the first half, but then lost its lead, and eventually fell to Baylor 78-13 in a late game of the season.

Baylor hopes to return senior quarterback Bryce Petty and sophomore receiver Corey Coleman to the field in time for Friday's game.

No. 8 Baylor travels to New York to play at Buffalo at 7 p.m. Friday. The game will be nationally broadcast on ESPN.
Ravens cut Ray Rice

BALTIMORE — Ray Rice was let go by the Baltimore Ravens on Monday and suspended indefinitly by the NFL after a video was released showing the running back striking his then-fiance in February.

The grainy video, released by TMZ Sports, shows Rice and Janay Palmer in an elevator at an Atlantic City casino. Each hits the other before Rice knocks Palmer off her feet and into a railing.

Months ago, a TMZ video showed Rice dragging Palmer, now his wife, from the elevator at the Revel casino, which closed Sept. 2. The Ravens said earlier Monday that they never saw the new video. Hours later, they wrote out a one-sentence release: “The Baltimore Ravens terminated the contract of RB Ray Rice this afternoon.”

Coach John Harbaugh was expected to talk Monday night after practice.

The NFL also took action. Commissioner Roger Goodell announced that, based on the new video evidence, Rice could not be with the team and must work out alone.

Rice leaves the Ravens as the second-leading rusher in franchise history, behind only Jamal Lewis. A three-time Pro Bowl selection, Rice is the team’s career leader in total yards from scrimmage (12,207) and is the only player in Ravens history to rush for 1,000 yards in four consecutive seasons. But those are mere numbers, and his actions in that elevator shed a new light on him.

“Do you know Ray Rice, but I know that video is disturbing,” New Orleans Saints eighth tackle Zach Strief said. “It’s tough to see and it’s unacceptable — it’s disgusting.”

Still Strief was not sure whether the NFL should be able punish Rice more because “there is no compare that to double-jeopardy.”

But a thorough sports often of the video shows Rice arsen, but he July 15 call said to action “inexcusable” and “costly” that NFL has to make to live with the rest of my life.”

“Goodell indicated as much as Aug. 1 when the Pro Football Hall of Fame inducted Rice. “When we’re going through the process of whether or not whether there will be discipline, you look at all of the facts that you can get to hold onto,” Goodell said. “Law enforcement normally has more information, facts, but we have. We’ll get as much as we can.”

Seth Russell earns Big 12 honor

The Big 12 named sophomore quarterback Seth Russell co-Offensive Player of the Week for his performance in a win against Iowa State.

Russell was listed as the second-string quarterback out of fall camp, but received an opportunity after senior quarterback Bryce Petty was sidelined for Saturday’s game with fractures in his back.

In Petty’s stead, Russell threw for 438 yards and accumulated six all-purpose touchdowns against Northwestern, including the game-winner with 1:32 remaining.

In Petty’s stead, Russell threw for 438 yards and accumulated six all-purpose touchdowns against Northwestern, including the game-winner with 1:32 remaining.

The yardage was the third-best performance in Baylor history, and Russell set a total touchdowns tied a Baylor record. Russell also posted the most yards in a half in Baylor history.

Russell is the third current Baylor player to win the award, along with Petty and sophomore running back Shock Linwood. In all, Russell has been given this honor 15 times.

The Big 12 also named Kansas State senior quarterback Jake Waters as co-Offensive Player of the Week for his performance in a win against Iowa State.

Russell said he will travel to New York to play Buffalo at University of Buffalo Stadium. The game will be nationally broadcast on ESPN at 7 p.m. Friday.